
An O(n log n) Algorithm for the Zoo-keeper'sProblemSergei Bespamyatnikh 1Department of Computer Siene, Duke University,Box 90129, Durham, NC 27708, USAAbstratWe onsider the zoo-keeper's problem whih asks for the shortest losed zoo-keeper'spath starting at a given point of the zoo and touhing all the ages in the zoo. Wepresent an O(n log n) time algorithm for the zoo-keeper's problem where n is theinput size. The algorithm is based on a new data struture alled the oodlight tree.We extend the approah to answer zoo-keeper's queries where one wants to �nd azoo-keeper's path with a �xed start point, but an arbitrary �nal point. We showthat zoo-keeper's queries an be answered in optimal time O(logn +K) where Kis the output size.Key words: Shortest Paths; Zoo-keeper's Problem; Floodlight Tree
1 IntrodutionWe onsider the zoo-keeper's problem introdued by Chin and Ntafos [2℄. LetP be a simple polygon representing a zoo. Let C1; : : : ; Ck be a set of k disjointonvex polygons in P suh that eah polygon Ci shares an edge of P . Thepolygons Ci represent ages of the zoo. Let p be a vertex of P representinga zoo-keeper's hair. The zoo-keeper's problem is to �nd the shortest losedpath starting at p and touhing at least one point of eah age, see Fig. 1.Note that the zoo-keeper does not enter the ages. This path is a shortestpath that the zoo-keeper an take to feed all the animals. The zoo-keeper'sproblem is an example of Art Gallery problem [11{13℄.The optimal zoo-keeper's path must visit the ages in the order they appearalong the boundary of P . Otherwise it would ross itself and ould be short-1 email: besp�s.duke.edu http://www.s.duke.edu/~bespPreprint submitted to Elsevier Siene 28 June 2002



pC1C2 C3 CkFig. 1. The zoo-keeper's path.
ened. We assume that the ages C1; : : : ; Ck are in lokwise order along theboundary of P and the hair p is between Ck and C0. Let Q = P n [ki=1Ci bethe ombined polygon onsisting of all zoo and age edges reahable from thezoo-keeper's hair. Let n be the number of edges of Q. Chin and Ntafos [2℄showed how to �nd a shortest zoo-keeper's path in O(n2) time under the RealRAM mahine model. Hershberger and Snoeyink [7℄ gave an O(n log2 n) al-gorithm under the same model. Jonsson [9℄ obtained a linear-time algorithmfor omputing an approximate zoo-keeper's route guaranteed to be at most6 times longer than the shortest path. There are also problems of �ndingshortest paths in a polygon that is not known beforehand [8℄.Our approah di�ers from the previous ones [2,7℄. Atually, we solve the moregeneral problem where the zoo-keeper an stop at any point in the zoo.Zoo-keeper's Queries. Preproess the zoo on�guration inluding the poly-gon P , the ages C1; : : : ; Ck and the hair p suh that, for a query pointq 2 Q = P n [ki=1Ci, the shortest path from p to q touhing all the ages inthe order C1; : : : ; Ck an be quikly reported.We present an algorithm with O(n logn) preproessing time and O(logn+K)query time under the Real RAM mahine model where K is the output size.Clearly, this allows the zoo-keeper's problem to be solved in O(n logn) time.Note that zoo-keeper's queries are related to shortest path queries [5,6℄. Inshortest path queries there are no ages (k = 0) but the start point is not�xed. Both shortest path queries and zoo-keeper's queries an be answered inoptimal time.We assume that the verties Q are in general position: no three verties areollinear. General position an be simulated by perturbation of the input [4℄.2
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Fig. 2. Reetion priniple.2 BakgroundThe previous algorithms [2,7℄ are based on the following reetion priniple.Let a and b be points on the same side of a line l. The shortest path between aand b visiting the line l an be omputed by reeting b aross l to the point b0and drawing the straight line segment [ab0℄. The point where the path touhesl belongs to the segment [ab0℄, see Fig 2.In general, to �nd a shortest path from a to b that visits a line segment[pq℄ of the line l, we again use the reetion point b0. If segments [pq℄ and [ab0℄interset, then the shortest path is as above. Otherwise it touhes the endpointof [pq℄ losest to the intersetion of l and [ab0℄; for example, the shortest pathin Fig 2 would be aq; qb.The shortest zoo-keeper's path touhes at least one segment of eah age. Letpi be the �rst point of the i-th age on the zoo-keeper's path. Let ai be theprevious turn point of the zoo-keeper path and let bi be the next one. Thereetion priniple an be applied to the points ai; bi and the segment si of theage Ci ontaining the point pi. The segments s1; : : : ; sk de�ne a ombinatorialtype of the zoo-keeper's path. For any ombinatorial type, the orrespondingshortest path an be found using the reetion priniple.To �nd the ombinatorial type of the shortest zoo-keeper's path Chin andNtafos [2℄ exploited a monotoniity property of zoo-keeper's paths. They pikone ombinatorial type, �nd the orresponding shortest path and modify theombinatorial type inrementally to obtain the optimal path type. They showthat the length of the best path of the urrent ombinatorial type dereasesmonotonially, and that the type hanges only O(n) times before the optimalpath type is found. They show that the shortest path orresponding to a om-binatorial type an be omputed in linear time produing an O(n2) algorithm.3



pC1p1q1 C2 p2q2 ra) b)a bQ�ab t1t2 r01r2r1 r02 QFig. 3. a) Bounding paths (pp1q2p) (bold lines) and (pq1p2p) (dashed lines), b) rpartiipates in � at most twie.Hershberger and Snoeyink [7℄ improved the running time of the shortest pathalgorithm to O(log2 n), produing an O(n log2 n) algorithm for the zoo-keeperproblem.3 Bounding Shortest PathsWe onsider the zoo-keeper problem with no �xed �nal point. We need a datastruture to answer zoo-keeper queries. The zoo-keeper's query is to �nd theshortest zoo-keeper's path from a hair p to a query point q 2 Q visiting allthe ages C1; C2; : : : ; Ck.The algorithm for building the data struture has two stages. Note that thezoo-keeper's path is loally short whih means that it annot be shorten in aneighborhood of any point. In the �rst stage we onsider paths that are loallyshort at all points exept age points (we relax the reetion priniple). Thesepaths are generated as follows: hoose a visiting point on eah age and �ndshortest paths in Q between onseutive points (start point and end point isp). Let pi and qi be the endpoints of the ommon edge of the polygon P and theage Ci in lokwise order. The verties p; p1; q1; : : : ; pk; qk form a subsequeneof the verties of P in lokwise order, see Fig 3 a). A shortest path from pto any point of the �rst age lies between two shortest paths pp1 and pq1 inthe polygon Q. In general, the shortest path between two boundary points ofthe ages Ci and Ci+1 lies between two shortest paths piqi+1 and qipi+1 in thepolygonQ. We all them bounding shortest paths. In order to build the required4
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Fig. 4. All shortest paths from p to age C1 an be represented by oodlights.data struture of size O(n) time we have to know the total omplexity of thebounding shortest paths. The following Lemma provides suh information.Lemma 1 The total omplexity of the bounding shortest paths is linear.Proof. Let the path � = (pp1q2 : : : p2i�1q2i : : : p) be the onatenation of thebounding shortest paths pp1; p1q2; : : : ; p2i�1q2i; q2ip2i+1; : : :. We prove that eahvertex of the polygonQ ours at most two times in the path �. It implies thatj�j � 2n and the total omplexity of the bounding shortest paths is linear.Let a and b be any three onseutive verties of the path �, see Fig. 3 a). Theline segment ab splits the polygon Q into two polygons Q�ab and Q+ab whereQ�ab is on the left side of ab (one of the polygons ould be degenerate, if ab isan edge of Q). For any three onseutive verties a; b and  of the path �, thelokwise angle ab is less than � if and only if the edges of Q inident to bbelong to Q�ab [Q+b.Let r 6= p be a vertex of � and let t1 (t2) be the previous (suessive) vertexin Q in lokwise order, see Fig. 3 b). We show that r an our in � at mosttwie. There is at most one triple r1rr2 of onseutive verties in � suh thatthe edges of Q inident to r belong to Q�ab [ Q�b. There is at most one tripler01rr02 of onseutive verties in � suh that lokwise angle r01rr02 is greaterthan �. It remains to note that p ours in � exatly two times. Lemmafollows.To �nd all the bounding shortest paths we an apply an algorithm for short-est path queries in a simple polygon [5,6℄. A shortest path an be found in5



O(logn + K) time where K is the number of edges in the path. The datastruture is based on hourglasses and an be onstruted in linear time.In the seond stage we �nd the zoo-keeper's path by desribing all shortestpaths from p to the boundary of eah age. The algorithm proesses age byage and next two Setions desribe this proess.4 FloodlightsConsider all possible shortest paths from the hair p to a age Ci visitingthe ages C1; C2; : : : ; Ci�1. The shortest paths in simple polygons are wellstudied [5,6℄. For instane, they are known to be shaped like a funnel [5℄. Torepresent all these paths we use the notion of a oodlight that an be spei�edby two rays emanating from the same point. For example, all the shortestpaths from p to the �rst age form a funnel that is divided into oodlights,as in Fig. 4 a). Eah oodlight beam is the last edge of a shortest path.The slopes of the oodlight beams form a range or interval, for example, theseond oodlight in Fig. 4 a) has range [�0; �1℄ where �i is the slope of theray pri; i = 1; 2. The oodlights satisfy the following range property.Range Property. The ranges of beam slopes of oodlights are properly dis-joint and their union is a range of slopes.In other words, if we translate oodlights into the origin, then they illuminatea setor (or form one oodlight) and a point an be properly illuminated byat most one oodlight, see Fig. 4 b).How do we proeed to the seond age? It turns out that the oodlights arereeted about the age edges.Lemma 2 (Floodlight Reetion) Suppose the age Ci is illuminated bym oodlights representing all shortest paths from the hair p to Ci. The short-est paths leaving the age Ci an be represented by at most m+2ni oodlightssatisfying the range property where ni is the number of verties of Ci.Proof. The edges of the age Ci an be viewed as mirrors. The reetionpriniple is applied to oodlights as follows. Let f be a oodlight illuminatingthe age Ci. If f illuminates a part of an edge e then the reeting beams arerepresented by a mirroring oodlight, see Fig. 5 a). If f illuminates h; h � 2edges, then the reeting beams are represented by 2h� 1 oodlights beauseeah illuminated edge or vertex generates one oodlight, see Fig. 5 b). Theoodlight f is proessed in three steps:6
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Fig. 6. Floodlights produed by dark edges e2; e3 and e4 of age C1.1) we split f by verties of the age,2) eah of the oodlights thus obtained is reeted about the orrespondingedge of the age, and3) eah vertex of the age exept for pi and qi produes one oodlight, as inFig. 5 b).Note that the oodlights (and beams) hange their order after reetion.Figure 6 illustrates an example where non-illuminated edges of Ci generateoodlights. Eah dark edge produes one oodlight. It gives us the upperbound m+ 2ni on the number of resulting oodlights.7



If the bounding shortest paths and oodlights reeted about the urrent ageare known, then we an �nd the oodlights illuminating the next age.Lemma 3 (Floodlight Transition) If the shortest paths leaving the age Ciare represented by m oodlights, then the shortest paths reahing the age Ci+1an be represented by at most m + n0i oodlights where n0i is the total size ofthe paths piqi+1 and qipi+1.Proof. By the range property the oodlights form a sequene s (they an beordered by slopes). The oodlights illuminating only the bounding shortestpaths do not produe shortest paths reahing Ci+1. They form two subse-quenes (possibly empty) of s, at the beginning of s and at the end of s. Wedelete these oodlights, see Fig. 4 a) and 7 (the oodlights on Fig. 7 haveommon start point a to emphasize oodlight hanges). The �rst and the lastoodlights (if any) need to be trunated, see the oodlights 4 and 6 on Fig. 7a). Note that, if the paths piqi+1 and qipi+1 have ommon points, then noneof the oodlights remains, see Fig. 7 b). In this ase, the last ommon vertexgenerates a new oodlight. In general, eah vertex of the paths piqi+1 andqipi+1 may introdue at most one new oodlight. More preisely, a vertex r of(piqi+1) [ (qipi+1) generates a oodlight in one of the following ases:� r is the last ommon vertex of piqi+1 and qipi+1, or� r is not a ommon vertex of piqi+1 and qipi+1 and has an inident edge thatis not illuminated by oodlights orresponding to Ci.The total number of new oodlights is at most n0i.Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 imply that the number of oodlights is at most 4n at anytime. The range property an be strengthened :Common Ray Property. Two onseutive oodlights in a oodlight se-quene share a ommon ray.Note that two oodlights that either orrespond to the same time (see Fig. 5b)) or di�erent times, may interset.5 Floodlight TreeTo store the oodlights we use a oodlight tree T whih is a balaned bi-nary tree. The leaves of T orrespond to the oodlights. Let flood(v) denote8
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Fig. 7. Transition between ages. a) Floodlights 1,2,3,7 and 8 are deleted, oodlights4 and 6 are restrited by dashed lines. b) Only beam ab survives.the oodlight stored in a leaf v. With eah internal node v we assoiate thefollowing information.(1) The isometry Map(v). The isometries are omposed of translations, rota-tions and reetions. The transformation Map(v) is useful for updatingall oodlights below v. The oodlights stored in the leaves are virtual.For a leaf v and a path v1 = v; v2; : : : ; vl = vroot from v to the root,the real oodlight is ml(ml�1(: : : (m2(m1(flood(v)) : : :) where the mapmi = Map(vi) orresponds to the node vi. Note that the omposition ofisometries is an isometry. The inverse transformation of an isometry isalso isometry.(2) The separating line Split(v). The line Split(v) is the oriented line sepa-rating the oodlights of the left and right subtrees. The maps at v andbelow do not a�et to the line Split(v). Spei�ally, let u be the right-most leaf in a left subtree of v and u0 be the leftmost leaf in a rightsubtree of v. Let m1 = Map(u); m2; : : : ; mi = Map(v) be the maps ofthe path from u to v. Let m01 = Map(u0); m02; : : : ; m0j = Map(v) be themaps of the path from u0 to v. The line Split(v) separates the oodlightsmi(mi�1(: : : (m1(flood(u)) : : :) and m0j(m0j�1(: : : (m01(flood(u0)) : : :).9



The following operations an be performed in O(logn) time.� aess to a oodlight. The real oodlight orresponding to a leaf v an beomputed using the maps of the nodes above v.� insertion of a oodlight. Note that to make orret flood(v) of a new leafv the real oodlight must undergo the inverse maps of the nodes on the pathfrom v to the root. The oodlight f might partiipate in the separating lineSplit(u) for all nodes u above v only. They an be updated in bottom-upfashion using the bounding rays of flood(v) and orresponding maps.� deletion of a oodlight f . We delete a leaf v orresponding to f and itsparent u (if any). The map of u is omposed with the map of the sibling of v.We update the separating lines Split(w) for the nodes w above v.� split a oodlight f . The split is used in the reetion of the oodlights, seeFig. 5 b).� loate a point q in the oodlights. Find a oodlight or a splitting line illumi-nating the point q. This an be done using the binary searh and the splittinglines. The loation is used to ompute oodlights illuminating a age vertex,see Fig. 4 a).� push(v). The operation push an only be applied to an internal node v 2 T .It hanges Map(v) to the identity transformation I and hanges the transfor-mations of the hildren v1; v2 of v by Map(vi) = Map(v) ÆMap(vi), i = 1; 2.The splitting lines of the sons need to be hanged by applying Map�1(v). Therunning time of push is O(1). The operation push is not neessary, but it anbe used to simplify isometries.� simplify(v) where v is any node of T . The goal of simpli�ation is to makethe maps of the nodes of T above v equal the identity I. We apply push forall these nodes in top-down fashion. The operation simplify provides anotherway of inserting a oodlight f : we an assign unhanged oodlight f to a leafv if simplify(v) is alled before we do so.Any balaned binary tree an be hosen to implement the oodlight tree. Forexample, the red-blak tree uses O(1) rotations per insertion/deletion. Therotations and orresponding updates of Map are depited on Fig. 8. Notethat push an be used in rotations to set maps of v; u; v0 and u0 to be equalthe identity I.We give below the formal desription of the algorithm.Algorithm FloodlightTreeInput. A polygon P with ages C1; : : : ; Ck in lokwise order along the bound-10
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Fig. 8. Update of maps. a) Left rotationMap(u) = Map(u0) Æ Map(v0);Map(v) = E;Map() = Map�1(v0) Æ Map(). b)Right rotationMap(u0) =Map(u)ÆMap(v);Map(v0) = E;Map(a) =Map�1(v)ÆMap().ary of Pand a hair p.Output. The oodlight tree T .1. Find shortest paths (pp1); (pq1); (p1q2); (q1p2); : : : ; (pkp); (qkp) in P n[ki=1Ci.2. Initialize the tree T with one oodlight of angle 2� at point p.3. for i = 1 to k do// determine beams reahing i-th age4. Delete oodlights whose beams stop at the edges of paths A = (pi�1qi)and B = (qi�1pi).5. Update leftmost and rightmost oodlights restrited by the paths Aand B.6. Insert oodlights generated by remaining edges of the paths A andB.// reetion of the oodlights about i-th age7. Loate the verties of Ci in T .8. Split eah oodlight illuminating a vertex of Ci.9. Insert the oodlight for eah vertex of Ci exept 2 verties of P \Ci.10. for eah edge e of Ci do11. Reet oodlights illuminating e using anonial nodes of T .We assume p0 = q0 = p in the line 4.Theorem 4 The oodlight tree of oodlights reeted about all the ages anbe built in O(n logn) time under Real RAM mahine model.Proof. The algorithm FloodlightTree is orret. By Lemma 1 the line 1takes O(n + k logn) time using an algorithm for shortest path queries in asimple polygon [5,6℄. The total number of insertions, loations and splits islinear O(n). Hene the number of deletions is also linear and the total running11



time is O(n logn).6 Zoo-keeper's queriesThe oodlight tree an be used to answer zoo-keeper's queries. First, we par-tition the polygon Q into regions aording to ombinatorial types of zoo-keeper's path. The algorithm FloodlightTree returns the oodlights reetedabout the last age. The beams separating two onseutive oodlights de�nethis partition. More formally, let l be the ommon ray of two onseutiveoodlights f and g, i.e., l = f \ g. Let t1 2 l be the reetion point of Ck andlet t2 be the point on the boundary of P �rst hit by the ray emanating fromt1 in the diretion of l. The segment t1t2 partition P into two subpolygons. Toompute the points where the beams hit the boundary of Q we an use rayshooting [1℄ whih takes O(logn) time per shoot.The beams partition Q into subpolygons whose total omplexity is linear.The polygons an be preproessed in O(n) time and spae, so that a querypoint an be loated in O(logn) time. The subpolygon ontaining q de�nesa ombinatorial type of the zoo-keeper's path. To �nd a path �1 of the zoo-keeper from the last age to a query point q we add to eah polygon Pj of thedeomposition a up whih is an intersetion of the oodlight orrespondingto Pj and Ck, see Fig. 9. The path �1 is de�ned by the shortest path �2 fromr to q in the modi�ed polygon. The only di�erene between �1 and �2 is thatthe edge of the path �1 inident to r is lipped by the age edge. To �nd thepath �2 the shortest path algorithms of Guibas and Hershberger [5,6℄ an beused.It remains to show how to �nd a part of the zoo-keeper's path from the hair pto the last age. Note that, to solve the zoo-keeper's problem (when q = p) wemay play bak all the updates of T and keep a pointer to a urrent oodlightontaining a segment of the zoo-keeper's path. To make a data struture foranswering zoo-keeper's queries we need extra e�ort. We store all oodlightswhih our in the updates of T . The total number of updates (insertions,deletions and splittings) is linear. We store pointers between oodlights indi-ating onnetions between old and new oodlights. De�ne a generating pointto be the starting point for a splitting that splits a oodlights. Eah gener-ating point is either a vertex of a age or a vertex of a bounding shortestpath. Note that the starting point of a oodlight f of T may di�er from itsgenerating point sine f an be reeted about ages after its appearane.The generating points and the pointers between oodlights allow us to reatea generating tree G. The root of G orresponds to the generating point of the�rst oodlight, i.e. the point p. Every time when a new oodlight is reated,its generating point is inserted into G suh that its parent orresponds to the12
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Fig. 9. Cup rab, path �1 = (r0q) and path �2 = (rq).generating point of the old oodlight. In fat, the tree G desribes all possiblezoo-keeper's paths in terms of generating points (it may have extra paths thatend before all the ages are proessed sine oodlights an be deleted). Eahsuh path is a path from the root to a leaf.The generating points on a zoo-keeper's path an be found using G. We showhow to ompute the points between generating points. Suh points may ourif a oodlight reets about the edges of ages several times. Let f1; f2; : : : ; fmbe the �nal oodlights. Eah edge e of a age Ci orresponds to a sequenefj; fj+1; : : : ; fj0 (possibly empty) of the �nal oodlights in T , i.e. the oodlightswhose zoo-keeper's paths visit Ci at e. It an be viewed as an index interval[j; j 0℄ if we assoiate the oodlights with the points 1; 2; : : : ; m on the realline. These intervals an be found in linear time by traing the updates ofT in reverse order (note that the interval of an edge e is de�ned by indiesorresponding to the generating splitting lines introdued by e).We store the index intervals for all the age edges in an interval tree [3,10℄,whih takes spae proportional to their number. A query with the index ofthe last oodlight returns the intervals that orrespond to visiting edges of theages C1; : : : ; Ck. The query time in the interval tree is O(logn+K) where Kis the number of intervals that is reported. Clearly, K = k sine eah age hasexatly one point where the zoo-keeper's path leaves it. The orrespondingedges of the ages form a ombinatorial type of the zoo-keeper's path. Theexat visiting points on these edges an be found using the reetion priniplein O(1) time per edge. The reeting points and the generating points formthe zoo-keeper's path. Hene, we obtain the following result.13
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